
Our growing company is hiring for a territory development. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for territory development

Collaborate with national segment leads to develop and carry-forward
proposals and initiatives approved by management
Work with Area management and internal support teams to establish
acceptable business terms through detailed discussions with decision makers
Team with inside sales team to facilitate application and leasing activity
Achieve new business leasing budgets for all products quarterly and annually,
as measured by dollar volume of fully executed leases or licenses
Meet or exceed established territory sales goals and achieve defined MBO’s
and mutual objectives set forth by the business unit
Routinely spend a significant amount of time selling and servicing in the
operating room during procedures
Acquire, maintain and expand knowledge of company’s products, competitive
products, and the market in order to meet the customers’ needs achieve
assigned sales targets
Provide leadership, direction and counsel working in collaboration with the
business unit to complete and maintain a comprehensive two to five year
business strategy for each assigned IDN/CSA across ENG product lines
Develop regular contact schedule with assigned IDN/CSA to establish
communication channels and cultivate relationships across the organization,
including supply chain leadership, clinical advisory boards, clinicians, contract
administration
Coordinate hand-off of responsibility to local sales teams where growth
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Qualifications for territory development

Oversee contract/program development within assigned IDN/CSA, ensuring
that the business unit have the information needed to make sound business
decisions
Coordinate new contract negotiations and implementation with appropriate
internal sales, marketing, legal and finance teams
Coordinate contract launch activities with local sales and appropriate
additional clinical and/or technical specialist teams to insure successful new
contract launches that accelerate sales growth
Coordinate regional contract development process with AVP/GPO within
assigned IDN/CSA to ensure programs are consistent with underlying GPO
and there is proper communication to the GPO pursuant to any applicable
contractual obligations
Develop relationships with GPO field personnel with responsibility for
assigned IDN/CSA to enhance account relationships and assist with contract
development and implementation
Arrange for introductions, where appropriate, between MSG and IDN/CSA
leadership


